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Abstract
The high-cycle accumulation (HCA) model by Niemunis et al. allows the pre-
diction of the mechanical response of sand under millions of load cycles . It has
originally been developed with focus on sand under drained high-cyclic load-
ing assuming a constant strain amplitude, which can be periodically updated. In
order to apply it for partially drained or fully undrained conditions, an adaptive
definition of the strain amplitude is proposed in this work. The proposed exten-
sion allows taking into account the influence of rapid changes in soil stiffness
on the strain amplitude as encountered, for example, in case of large changes
in effective stress during the high-cyclic loading. Two approaches are presented
for the update of the strain amplitude: a ‘private’ update in each integration point
combinedwith a nonlocal smoothing algorithmand anupdate in a separate anal-
ysis performed parallel to the simulation using theHCAmodel. Both approaches
are compared to the methodology used in previous work employing so-called
update cycles. The importance and advantages of the proposedmodifications are
demonstrated by the simulation of undrained cyclic triaxial tests and monopile
foundations for offshore wind turbines (OWTs) under high-cyclic lateral loading
and partially drained conditions.

KEYWORDS
high-cycle accumulation model, high-cyclic loading, offshore wind turbine foundations, par-
tially drained, Sanisand, strain amplitude

1 INTRODUCTION

Even for comparatively small-strain amplitudes, cyclic loading of soil can lead to an accumulation of permanent strain if
the number of loading cycles is large. Such high-cyclic loading is for instance relevant for offshore wind turbine (OWT)
foundations, which are continually loaded by wind and water waves during their lifetime.
In order to take into account a large number of loading cycles (the number of cycles 𝑁 is larger than ≈ 103 and can

even be in the range of several millions) in a numerical approach, special constitutive models are required. One of these
models is the high-cycle accumulation (HCA) model by Niemunis et al1. In the framework of the HCA model, only the
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average response of the soil due to cyclic loading with many repetitions is predicted. It has originally been proposed for
the investigation of sandy material subjected to drained cyclic loading. Due to its formulation in terms of effective stress,
however, it can in general be applied for partially drained or undrained conditions as well. These are the practically most
relevant conditions with respect to OWT foundations, which is highlighted by the considerable research volume on this
topic.2–8
In the framework of the HCAmodel, the cyclic loading is characterised by amulti-dimensional strain amplitude, which

strongly influences the predicted accumulation rate during the cyclic loading and is assumed to change only slightly during
the ongoing cyclic loading in the original model. In case of cyclic loading with considerable change in effective stress, for
example, by relaxation of the stress due to contraction or pore water pressure build-up, the strain amplitude may change
during the loading as the result of the alteration of the soil stiffness. Such a change in strain amplitude can be taken
into account by the HCA model by incorporation of so-called update cycles, which are performed with a conventional
constitutive model. It is, however, a priori not known at which number of loading cycles an update cycle is required or
what the correct number of required update cycles is. In addition, the strain amplitude may in some cases change so
rapidly with number of loading cycles that many update cycles would be necessary, which can considerably increase the
run time of a simulation and thus diminish the main advantage of the HCA model. In addition, the use of update cycles
requires a repeated change of the ‘active’ constitutive model, which can lead to numerical difficulties.
Acknowledging these disadvantages, an adaptive formulation of the strain amplitude, which takes into account the

change in soil stiffness during cyclic loading, is proposed in this paper. The proposed modifications of the HCAmodel are
first applied to the simulation of undrained cyclic triaxial tests. Subsequently, the simulation of monopile foundations for
OWT subjected to one million lateral loading cycles under partially drained conditions is presented. It is demonstrated
that the proposed modifications are essential in order to take into account the change in effective stress and pore water
pressure on the long-term behaviour of the monopile foundation correctly.
The following notation is used: vectors and second-order tensors are written with bold font, for example, 𝒖 and 𝝈.

Fourth-order tensors are written sans serif, for example, 𝖤. The divergence is div(𝒂) = 𝑎𝑖,𝑖 for 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3 and the gradient
grad(𝒂) = 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 for 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3. The trace of a tensor is 𝑡𝑟(A) = 𝐴𝑖𝑖 for 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3. For the vector product (⋅), 𝒂 ⋅ 𝒃 = 𝑎𝑖𝑏𝑖
holds. Contraction of tensors is written with a single colon for second order tensors A ∶ A = 𝐴𝑖𝑗𝐴𝑖𝑗 , and with a double
colon for fourth-order tensors 𝖤 ∶∶ 𝖤 = 𝐸𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙𝐸𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 . Dyadic multiplication is written as A⊗A = 𝐴𝑖𝑗𝐴𝑘𝑙. The Euclidean
norm ‖A‖ =√

A ∶ A is used. Normalisation is denoted by A→ = A∕‖A‖. The first and the second time derivative of the
displacement 𝒖 are �̇� and �̈�, respectively. The geotechnical sign convention for stress and strain is used.

2 HCAMODEL

The HCA model of Niemunis et al.1 is a constitutive model for the prediction of the mechanical behaviour of granular
media subjected to a large number of loading cycles (𝑁 > 103). Opposite to conventional constitutive models, the HCA
model does not consider the response of the soil during individual cycles but predicts the average values (stress, strain
and other additional state variables) at 𝑁 applied cycles. Thus, no incremental simulation of individual cycles is neces-
sary. The characteristics of the cyclic loading are taken into account using a tensorial strain amplitude definition, which
strongly influences the accumulation of deformation predicted by the HCA model. In order to obtain the strain ampli-
tude, one individual loading cycle has to be simulated, using a conventional constitutive model (in the present case, the
hypoplasticity with intergranular strain or the elasto-plastic Sanisand model are used). This phase of a calculation with
the HCA model is denoted as the low-cycle mode (formerly referred to as ‘implicit’ mode). The strain amplitude is cal-
culated based on the strain path recorded during this (conventional) cycle. This procedure, alongside the conventional
calculation scheme, is schematically shown in Figure 1. Note that two cycles are usually simulated using the conventional
constitutive model, and the strain amplitude is calculated based on the second cycle.
After the determination of the strain amplitude, the accumulation of permanent strain for each following load cycle is

calculated in the high-cyclemode (formerly referred to as ‘explicit’ mode) of the simulation. As is indicated in Figure 1B,
the strain amplitude can be updated during the high-cycle mode using so-called update cycles in case the cyclic loading
leads to a considerable change in the soil stiffness. During the update cycle, the strain path is again recorded and an
updated strain amplitude is calculated.
The approach followed by the HCAmodel has three major advantages over simulating a large number of loading cycles

using conventional constitutive models:
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F IGURE 1 Finite-element (FE) simulations of a shallow foundation under cyclic loading: (A) conventional versus (B) calculation with
the HCA model. The strain amplitude 𝜀ampl is determined from the second conventional loading cycle. It can be updated at a given number
of cycles by interrupting the high-cycle mode phase by an additional conventional update cycle

∙ A simulation of millions or even billions of loading cycles using the conventional approach requires an even larger
number of calculation increments. For more complex boundary value problems (BVP) such as a monopile foundation,
the computational resources required would exceed available resources.

∙ Depending on the global error control and on the integration of the (non-linear) conventional constitutive model, an
accumulation of numerical inaccuracies occurs. Especially in case of simulations with severe non-linearities and many
required iterations, this accumulation may completely falsify the results of the simulation.1

∙ The behaviour of granular media subjected to a large number of loading cycles can not be captured adequately by most
conventional constitutive models since the cyclic history is not taken into account. It is furthermore advantageous to
separate the low-cycle modelling of the soil behaviour from the high-cycle modelling as it reduces the complexity of the
constitutive model formulation. An example for a suitable conventional model for high-cyclic loading is the memory-
surface enhanced Sanisandmodel proposed by Liu et al.,9 which is also suitable tomodel monopiles under lateral cyclic
loading.10 But due to the restrictions mentioned in the two previous raised points, constitutive models such as the HCA
model are still necessary for the incorporation of a larger number of loading cycles in complex BVPswith a large number
of degrees of freedom (dofs).

It is worth noting that other constitutive models for the simulation of high-cyclic loading employ similar calculation
strategies as the HCA model.11–13

2.1 Constitutive equations

The basic equation of the HCA model reads

�̇� = E ∶ (�̇� − �̇�acc − �̇�pl) (1)

with the stress rate �̇� of the effective Cauchy stress 𝝈, the strain rate �̇�, the accumulation rate �̇�acc, a plastic strain rate �̇�pl,
and the pressure-dependent elastic stiffness E. The dot over a symbol means a derivative with respect to the number of
cycles 𝑁, that is, ⊔̇ = 𝜕 ⊔ ∕𝜕𝑁. The plastic strain rate is only necessary in case the effective stress reaches the Matsuoka–
Nakai failure locus. Integrating Equation (1) numerically in a finite-element (FE) analysis with discrete (time) increments,
the integration has to be performed over Δ𝑁 = Δ𝑡∕𝑡cycle, where 𝑡cycle is the duration of a single cycle (period) and Δ𝑡 is
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TABLE 1 Summary of the functions and material constants of the high-cycle accumulation (HCA) model. Note that the definition of �̇�𝐴𝑁
is only valid for a constant 𝑓ampl. A definition of �̇�𝐴𝑁 for general cases is derived in Section 2.3

Function Material constants

𝑓ampl = min

{(
𝜀ampl
10−4

)𝐶ampl
; 10

𝐶ampl
}

𝐶ampl

�̇�𝑁 = �̇�
𝐴
𝑁 + �̇�

𝐵
𝑁 𝐶𝑁1

�̇�𝐴𝑁 = 𝐶𝑁1𝐶𝑁2 exp

[
−

𝑔𝐴

𝐶𝑁1𝑓ampl

]
𝐶𝑁2

�̇�𝐵𝑁 = 𝐶𝑁1𝐶𝑁3 𝐶𝑁3

𝑓𝑒 =
(𝐶𝑒−𝑒)

2

1+𝑒

1+𝑒max

(𝐶𝑒−𝑒max )2
𝐶𝑒

𝑓𝑝 = exp

[
−𝐶𝑝

(
𝑝av

100 kPa − 1
)]

𝐶𝑝

𝑓𝑌 = exp (𝐶𝑌 �̄�
av) 𝐶𝑌

𝑓𝜋 = 1 for constant polarization,14

the time increment applied by the FE program. This is especially important for transient processes where time influences
the solution, for example, in case of partially drained conditions with a consolidation process running simultaneously.
The accumulation rate �̇�acc is calculated using

�̇�acc = �̇�acc m, (2)

where m = (�̇�acc)→ is the direction of strain accumulation and �̇�acc = ‖�̇�acc‖ is the intensity of strain accumulation.
From extensive laboratory testing,14,16 the flow rule of the Modified Cam Clay (MCC) model has been found suitable and
is applied form.
The scalar strain accumulation rate �̇�acc in Equation (2) is the product of six functions 𝑓⊔

�̇�acc = 𝑓ampl �̇�𝑁 𝑓𝑒 𝑓𝑝 𝑓𝑌 𝑓𝜋. (3)

The factors consider the influence of the strain amplitude 𝜀ampl (function 𝑓ampl), the cyclic preloading (�̇�𝑁 , using the
preloading state variable 𝑔𝐴 which is discussed in more detail in Section 2.3), the void ratio 𝑒 (𝑓𝑒), the average mean
pressure 𝑝av (𝑓𝑝), the normalised average stress ratio �̄�av (𝑓𝑌 , �̄�av = 0 at isotropic stresses, �̄�av = 1 at critical stress
ratio) and the effect of polarization changes (𝑓𝜋 = 1 for a constant direction of cyclic loading). The underlying equations
of the functions 𝑓⊔ are given in Table 1. Note that the definition of the rate of the cyclic preloading function �̇�𝑁 is only
valid for a constant strain amplitude 𝜀ampl. A definition for a general case of 𝜀ampl ≠ const. is proposed in Section 2.3.
The functions 𝑓⊔ have been developed and verified by a comprehensive experimental study reported

elsewhere.14–17,20,22–25 Seven material constants are required, which can either be determined based on drained
high-cyclic triaxial tests19,21 or estimated based on granulometry or simple index quantities.18,21
Validation and application of the HCA model for various BVPs can be found elsewhere.6,26–30,32–35,61

2.2 Definition of the strain amplitude

The strain amplitude 𝜀ampl in each integration point of each FE is calculated based on the recorded strain path of an
individual cycle calculated using a conventional constitutivemodel. Each recorded strain point has atmost six components
if the symmetry of the strain tensor is considered, that is, the recorded strain loop is at most six-dimensional. In order to
derive a tensorial amplitude and subsequently a scalar amplitude descriptor, a sequence of projections of the strain loop is
performed, each reducing the dimensionality of the strain loop by one (e.g. from 6D to 5D, from 5D to 4D, . . . , from 2D to
1D). For the original loop and each of the projected loops, the two strain points with maximum distance are determined.
The orientations 𝒓(𝑖) with i= 1,2, . . . , 6 connecting both points and their corresponding scalar distance 2𝑅(𝑖) are calculated.
The following steps are performed to calculate the strain amplitude1,36,37:
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F IGURE 2 Illustrative example for the calculation of the strain amplitude from a recorded 2D strain path. Plot (A) shows the recorded
strain path with two strain components for each strain point, the distance 2𝑅(2) of the two strain points 8 and 4 with maximum distance and
the direction 𝒓(2) of the line connecting these two strain points. The projection is performed along the direction 𝒓(2), leading to the 1D strain
loop visible in plot (B). The reduced strain path is calculated using 𝜺(1) = 𝜺(2) − 𝜺(2)(𝜺(2) ∶ 𝒓(2)) (performed for each recorded point). On the
projected loop, the direction of maximum distance 𝒓(1) from strain points 9 to 6 and the scalar distance 2𝑅(1) are calculated. Note that, contrary
to the illustration, ‖𝒓(𝑖)‖ = 1 holds

∙ Determine the maximum distance 2𝑅(𝑖) and the direction of the maximum distance 𝒓(𝑖) of the strain points for the
strain loop of dimension 𝑖 starting from the dimension corresponding to the total number of strain components for the
considered BVP (e.g. 6 for a full 3D model, 3 for a plane strain model)

∙ Project the strain path onto a hyperplane perpendicular to 𝒓(𝑖). The strain path is reduced by one dimension using
𝜺(𝑖−1) = 𝜺(𝑖) − 𝜺(𝑖)(𝜺(𝑖) ∶ 𝒓(𝑖)), which leads to a ‘flattened’ strain path

∙ Save 𝑅(𝑖) and 𝒓(𝑖)
∙ Repeat until 𝑅(1) and 𝒓(1)

The procedure is illustrated in Figure 2 for a recorded strain path with two strain components (𝜀11 and 𝜀22) for each
point, representing a 2D strain loop. Thus, the projection procedure has to be performed only once. In that case, two
pairs of distances and directions, that is, 𝑅(2), 𝒓(2), 𝑅(1), 𝒓(1) are obtained and further processed to calculate the scalar
strain amplitude.
In general, having calculated 𝑅(𝑖) and 𝒓(𝑖) for each dimension, the tensorial amplitude 𝖠 according to Niemunis1,36 is

calculated using

𝖠 =
6∑
𝑖=1

𝑅(𝑖)𝒓(𝑖) ⊗ 𝒓(𝑖). (4)

The scalar value of the strain amplitude used for the function 𝑓ampl is defined by

𝜀ampl = ‖𝖠‖ =
√√√√ 6∑

𝑖=1

(𝑅(𝑖))2. (5)

Recently, the utilized definition of the tensorial amplitude has been further validated by using hollow-cylinder tests apply-
ing cycles with an independent oscillation of four strain components and up to 104 cycles.38,39

2.3 Cyclic preloading (�̇�𝑵) and historiotropic state variable

Based on the measured response of sand in drained high-cyclic triaxial tests, a suitable function to describe the increase
of accumulated strain with increasing number of cycles 𝑁 was found to be1

𝑓𝑁 = 𝐶𝑁1[ln(1 + 𝐶𝑁2) + 𝐶𝑁3𝑁]. (6)
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𝐶𝑁1, 𝐶𝑁2 and 𝐶𝑁3 are material parameters. For the calculation of the rate of the intensity of accumulation with respect to
𝑁, the derivative of 𝑓𝑁 with respect to 𝑁 is required

�̇�𝑁 =
𝐶𝑁1𝐶𝑁2
1 + 𝐶𝑁2𝑁

+ 𝐶𝑁1𝐶𝑁3. (7)

However, the definition of �̇�𝑁 in Equation (7) contradicts theMiner’s rule, which is especially apparent when considering
a case where the magnitude of the cyclic loading is negligible leading to virtually no accumulation of deformation but �̇�𝑁
decreases nevertheless as 𝑁 increases. Equation (7) thus has to incorporate the intensity of cyclic loading of the previous
cycles 𝑁. For this purpose, a so-called historiotropic state variable 𝑔𝐴 was introduced in the original model by Niemunis
et al. �̇�𝑁(𝑁) is replaced by �̇�𝑁(𝑔𝐴) where 𝑔𝐴 = 𝑓(𝑁, 𝑓ampl) is a function of the number of previous loading cycles and
the strain amplitude of these previous cycles. The rate of 𝑔𝐴 is calculated as the product of �̇�𝑁 and 𝑓ampl. Integration of
�̇�𝐴 with respect to 𝑁 then gives the preloading state variable 𝑔𝐴

𝑔𝐴 = ∫ �̇�𝐴d𝑁 = ∫ �̇�𝑁𝑓ampld𝑁. (8)

If 𝑓ampl is assumed to be constant over the considered number of cycles, the following definition of 𝑔
𝐴 is obtained

𝑔𝐴 = 𝑓ampl𝐶𝑁1 ln(1 + 𝐶𝑁2𝑁). (9)

In order to replace 𝑁 in Equation (7), Equation (9) is rearranged to

𝑁 =
1
𝐶𝑁2

[
exp

(
𝑔𝐴

𝑓ampl𝐶𝑁1

)
− 1

]
. (10)

Equation (7) now can be written as

�̇�𝑁 = 𝐶𝑁1𝐶𝑁2 exp

[
−

𝑔𝐴

𝐶𝑁1𝑓ampl

]
+ 𝐶𝑁1𝐶𝑁3. (11)

For the general case of the strain amplitude being a function of the number of cycles 𝜀ampl(𝑁), this definition has to be
revised. Assuming that the strain amplitude remains constant over the span of𝑁0 to𝑁, one may integrate Equation (8) to

𝑔𝐴
||||
𝑁=𝑁

𝑁=𝑁0

= ∫
𝑁

𝑁0

�̇�𝑁𝑓ampld𝑁 (12)

= ln
1 + 𝐶𝑁2𝑁

1 + 𝐶𝑁2𝑁0
𝐶𝑁1𝑓ampl. (13)

Using 𝑔𝐴(𝑁) = ∫ 𝑁
𝑁0
�̇�𝐴d𝑁 + 𝑔𝐴(𝑁0) and rearranging with respect to 𝑁:

𝑁 =
1
𝐶𝑁2

[
exp

(
𝑔𝐴(𝑁) − 𝑔𝐴(𝑁0)

𝐶𝑁1𝑓ampl

)
⋅ (1 + 𝐶𝑁2𝑁0) − 1

]
. (14)

Equation (7) becomes

�̇�𝑁 =
𝐶𝑁1𝐶𝑁2

(1 + 𝐶𝑁2𝑁0)
exp

[
𝑔𝐴(𝑁0) − 𝑔

𝐴(𝑁)

𝐶𝑁1𝑓ampl

]
+ 𝐶𝑁1𝐶𝑁3. (15)
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𝑁0 is the number of the cycle at which the strain amplitude was updated for the last time, and 𝑔𝐴(𝑁0) is the cyclic preload-
ing state variable at𝑁0. A similar definition of �̇�𝑁 for𝑓ampl ≠ const. has also been derived inNiemunis andWichtmann.37

Note that when using update cycles, the definition of �̇�𝑁 in Equation (15) should be applied and not Equation (7). The
error using Equation (7) obviously increases with increasing change in 𝑓ampl. In case of negligible change of 𝑓ampl,
Equation (7) still holds.

3 DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADAPTIVE STRAIN AMPLITUDE

As already elaborated in the introduction, a constant strain amplitude during the high-cycle phase of the HCA model
may not be valid for all BVPs. In order to take into account changes in the strain amplitude, two different approaches are
proposed and discussed in the following. Using the local approach, the strain amplitude is updated for each integration
point independently. Thus, neither the geometrical specifications of the BVP nor the characteristics of the applied loading
are accounted for. Opposite to that, the global system of equations has to be solved in case of the global approach since
the influence of geometry of the BVP is considered.

3.1 Local approach for the adaptive strain amplitude

The strain amplitude is a function of the soil stiffness and is assumed to change linearly with respect to it. The following
relation between the tensorial strain amplitude and the soil stiffness is proposed:

𝖠𝑁 = 𝖠0
‖𝖤0‖‖𝖤𝑁‖ . (16)

𝖠𝑁 and 𝖤𝑁 are the tensorial amplitude and the soil stiffness at 𝑁 cycles, respectively. 𝖠0 and 𝖤0 are the corresponding
reference values. Equation (16) is motivated by the assumption that the change in (mean value of) stiffness between the
updates of the strain amplitude is large compared to the change of stiffness during an individual cycle such that it can be
taken as representative.
Note that instead of Equation (16), the updated scalar strain amplitude 𝜀ampl,𝑁 = 𝜀ampl,0 ‖𝖤0‖‖𝖤𝑁‖ can also directly be

calculated alternatively. The soil stiffness 𝖤 is obtained using the conventional constitutive model since it determines the
strain amplitude. 𝖤0 is the stiffness of the first converged increment of the cycle used to calculate the strain amplitude.
The strain increment of this calculation increment is saved and later reused to evaluate the updated value of the soil
stiffness 𝖤𝑁 , which is obtained using the state variables at𝑁 applied loading cycles. Both 𝖤0 and 𝖤𝑁 are defined as secant

stiffness. Alternatively, the tangent stiffness at mean loading, where 𝖤 = 𝜕Δ𝝈
𝜕Δ𝜺

is calculated by a numerical differentiation
scheme,40 may be used. Preliminary investigations showed no influence of the definition of the stiffness for the update of
the strain amplitude.
A second, more sophisticated approach is to use the direction of maximum distance at the reference state for each

dimension 𝒓0(𝑖) introduced in Equation (4)

𝖠𝑁 =
6∑
𝑖=1

𝑅0(𝑖)𝒓0(𝑖) ⊗ 𝒓0(𝑖)
𝖤0 ∶∶ (𝒓0(𝑖) ⊗ 𝒓0(𝑖))

𝖤𝑁 ∶∶ (𝒓0(𝑖) ⊗ 𝒓0(𝑖))
. (17)

Equation (17) has the advantage that the change of stiffness is only considered in the direction of the radius 𝑅0(𝑖) at the
reference state. By using Equation (16), the change in stiffness is ‘smeared’.
Preliminary investigations on the monopile simulations introduced later showed that both Equations (16) and (17) are

suitable for the incorporation of the influence of the change in soil stiffness on the strain amplitude and the differences
in the updated scalar strain amplitude are minimal. Hence, the simpler Equation (16) is used in the following.
Due to its local character, some kind of nonlocal smoothing of the updated strain amplitude has to be performed using

the local approach. Otherwise a localisation of the strain amplitude (self-reinforcing or positive feedback phenomenon)
and a strong mesh-dependency is expected, similar to the localisation observed for strain softening materials.41–47 The
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importance of a nonlocal smoothing of the updated strain amplitude is shown inAppendix B for themonopile simulations
presented in Section 5.
Having obtained the updated scalar value of the strain amplitude 𝜀ampl,𝑁 , the spatially averaged value 𝜀ampl,𝑁 is

defined by

𝜀ampl,𝑁(𝒙𝑖) = ∫ 𝑤(𝒙𝑖, 𝒙𝑗)𝜀
ampl,𝑁(𝒙𝑗) dV . (18)

𝒙𝑖 is the coordinate of the integration point at which the smoothed value is calculated and 𝒙𝑗 is the coordinate of all points
considered for the smoothing (in other words, all integration points of the FE model). 𝑤(𝒙𝑖, 𝒙𝑗) is a weight function. The
weight function is defined such that for a uniform distribution, uniformity is preserved after smoothing44:

𝑤(𝒙𝑖, 𝒙𝑗) =
𝑤0(𝒙𝑖, 𝒙𝑗)

∫ 𝑤0(𝒙𝑖, 𝒙𝑗) dV . (19)

𝑤0(𝒙𝑖, 𝒙𝑗) determines the dependency of the weighting on the distance between the points 𝑖 and 𝑗. Points 𝑗 closer to the
coordinate 𝒙𝑖 have larger values for 𝑤0(𝒙𝑖, 𝒙𝑗) than points further away.
A commonly applied approach for 𝑤0(𝒙𝑖, 𝒙𝑗) is the Gaussian function44:

𝑤0(𝒙𝑖, 𝒙𝑗) =
1

𝑙𝑐
√
𝜋
𝑒
−
⎛⎜⎜⎝
‖𝒙𝑖 − 𝒙𝑗‖

𝑙𝑐

⎞⎟⎟⎠
2

, (20)

where the so-called characteristic length 𝑙𝑐 is introduced. 𝑙𝑐 influences the distance to other points, which are considered for
the smoothing. The larger 𝑙𝑐, the more points are considered in the averaging. For the application to nonlocal plasticity,
𝑙𝑐 is often related to the grain size and depends additionally on the distance between integration points of the FEs. No
relation in terms of grain size exists for the application of the nonlocal smoothing algorithm to the smoothing of the strain
amplitude. A lower boundary of 𝑙𝑐 can, however, be estimated by the distance between integration points of the FEs. 𝑙𝑐
has to be large enough such that a sufficient number of points is located in the zone of smoothing. At least the integration
points of the same FE should be considered for the smoothing.
The smoothing of the strain amplitude is performed by evaluation of Equation (18) for all integration points 𝑛igp

𝜀ampl,𝑁(𝒙𝑖) =
𝑛igp∑
𝑗=1

𝑤(𝒙𝑖, 𝒙𝑗)𝜀
ampl,𝑁(𝒙𝑗), (21)

where the weighing is calculated using

𝑤(𝒙𝑖, 𝒙𝑗) =
𝑤0(𝒙𝑖, 𝒙𝑗)∑𝑛igp
𝑘=1

𝑤0(𝒙𝑖, 𝒙𝑘)
. (22)

An efficient evaluation of Equations (21) and (22) is crucial since the number of integration points 𝑛igp of themodel can be
large and the computational effort increases with the square of 𝑛igp. Fortunately, the outer loop over the integration points
𝑖 can easily be evaluated using parallel computing with multiple threads. The influence of the smoothing is discussed in
more detail in Appendix B.

3.2 Global approach for the adaptive strain amplitude

Equations (16) and (17) can only account for the local change in soil stiffness (even though the nonlocal smoothing adds
some global character to it). Given for instance a pile, no influence due to a change in the deformation mode caused by
load re-distribution can be considered. Hence, an additional approach is proposed, which is similar to the usage of update
cycles. During the high-cycle phase, individual loading cycles using the conventional constitutive model are performed in
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F IGURE 3 Schematic illustration of the procedures performed in a high-cycle accumulation (HCA) simulation with a submodel
analysis. After a given number of cycles, the field of strain amplitude 𝜀ampl is updated in a submodel analysis, which obtains the state
variables (e.g. void ratio 𝑒, pore water pressure 𝑝𝑤 and effective stress 𝝈) from the parent analysis and calculates the updated strain amplitude

𝜀
ampl
2 . 𝜀ampl2 is then used in the parent analysis for the next high-cycle phase

a purely ‘private’ fashion parallel to the high-cyclic calculation using the HCAmodel, so that the applied loading and the
resulting change in the soil state do not influence the solution of the high-cyclic phase directly. Only the updated strain
amplitude is transferred to the high-cycle part of the simulation.
This has two advantages over the application of the ‘conventional’ update cycles

∙ The high-cycle phase of the HCA model is not interrupted. In simulations with severe non-linearities, the HCA model
may in some cases fail to converge at the beginning of the accumulation phase due to the change of the constitutive
model, which is avoided using the proposed global approach. Such instabilities are for instance observed for hydro-
mechanically coupled simulations with u-p elements where small time increments may cause oscillations in the pore
fluid pressure. The advantage of the proposed definition over update cycles for such a case is demonstrated in Section 5.4.

∙ No manual incorporation of the update cycles in a separate calculation step is necessary, hence allowing to update the
strain amplitude at an arbitrary number of applied load cycles in a more convenient way.

The following outlines the procedures necessary for a global definition of the adaptive strain amplitude:

∙ At a given number of applied load cycles in the high-cycle phase, an additional (separate) analysis (submodel analysis)
is performed. The initial state of the submodel analysis corresponds to the current state of the parent analysis. This is
done by saving all relevant state variables from the parent simulation, which are then used to initialise the submodel
analysis.

∙ One individual load cycle is applied in the submodel analysis and the strain path is recorded. The strain amplitude is
calculated at the end of the cycle using Equation (4).

∙ The parent analysis retrieves the updated strain amplitude from the submodel analysis. No other solution variables
(displacement, strain, stress, state variables,. . . ) are altered.

∙ The parent analysis is continued with the regular high-cycle phase using the updated strain amplitude.

A schematic illustration of these procedures is depicted in Figure 3. Note that only the effective stress and the void ratio
change during the high-cycle phase of the simulation. Other internal state variables of the conventional constitutivemodel
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TABLE 2 Parameters of the hypoplastic model with intergranular strain extension used for the simulation of the undrained cyclic
triaxial test

𝝋𝒄 𝒆𝒊𝟎 𝒆𝒄𝟎 𝒆𝒅𝟎 𝒉𝒔 𝒏 𝜶 𝜷 𝑹 𝒎𝑹 𝒎𝑻 𝜷𝑹 𝝌

[-] [-] [-] [-] [kPa] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-]
33.6◦ 0.953 0.829 0.474 9 ⋅ 106 0.36 0.076 0.5 10−4 2.3 1.15 0.1 5.5

TABLE 3 Parameters of the high-cycle accumulation (HCA) model adopted for the simulation of the undrained cyclic triaxial test

𝑪ampl 𝑪𝒆 𝑪𝒑 𝑪𝒀 𝑪𝑵𝟏 𝑪𝑵𝟐 𝑪𝑵𝟑

1.6 0.48 0.005 3 7⋅10−4 0.06 2.8 ⋅ 10−4

used for the low-cycle phase, such as the intergranular strain tensor in case of the hypoplastic model or the back-stress
and fabric tensor of the Sanisand model, are not updated. Therefore, the values saved from the last increment of the last
conventional load cycle are used.
The global approach, opposite to the local approach, requires to assemble and solve the global system of equations in

many increments, analogous to the ‘conventional’ update cycles. As will be outlined in Section 5.4, the global approach is
nonetheless superior to the ‘conventional’ update cycles in terms of computational performance and numerical stability.

4 APPLICATION TO UNDRAINED CYCLIC TRIAXIAL TESTS

In order to show the influence of the change of strain amplitude and the suitability of the proposed adaptive strain ampli-
tude for well controlled boundary conditions and simple geometry, undrained cyclic triaxial tests are analysed in this
section. The tests have been performed in the laboratory of the Institute of Soil Mechanics and Rock Mechanics at KIT,
Karlsruhe. A medium coarse sand (𝑑50 = 0.55mm, 𝐶𝑢 = 3) was used as test material. The tests started from an isotropic
initial mean effective stress of 𝑝0 = 300 kPa and an initial relative density of 𝐷𝑟 = 56%. A cyclic deviatoric loading ampli-
tude of 𝑞ampl = 60 kPa was then applied.
The simulations of the tests are performed using the HCA model in combination with the hypoplastic model with

intergranular strain extension as conventional model. The parameters used are given for the hypoplastic model in Table 2
and for the HCAmodel in Table 3. The parameters of the HCAmodel have been calibrated in a preceding work using the
same triaxial test data (see Wichtmann48 for the general calibration procedure). Note that for this calibration, the strain
amplitude measured in the test was used as input for the HCA model. This is not done for the simulations presented in
the following, for which the strain amplitude is either calculated by the hypoplastic model or updated using the proposed
adaptive strain amplitude definition. For the simulation of the element tests, FE simulations are performed using the same
implementation of the HCAmodel as used for the simulations of the monopile foundation presented in Section 5. For the
pressure-dependent elastic stiffness E of the HCAmodel (see Equation (1)), the bulk modulus is calculated according to48

𝐾 = 𝐵

(
𝑝av

𝑝atm

)𝑛
𝑝atm, (23)

with the parameters 𝐵 = 400 and 𝑛 = 0.5.48 During the high-cycle phase of the simulations, the HCA model predicts the
change in pore water pressure �̇�𝑤 =

√
3𝐾�̇�acc.48

Figure 4 displays the strain amplitude 𝜀ampl and the excess pore water pressureΔ𝑝𝑤 versus number of loading cycles𝑁
for the experiment and a simulation with a constant strain amplitude 𝜀ampl. In addition, a simulation with incorporation
of update cycles at𝑁 = 120, 240, 360, 480 is depicted.With ongoing cyclic loading, the strain amplitude and the excess pore
water pressure increase in the test. The increase of the strain amplitude is a consequence of the decrease in soil stiffness
due to the reduction in effective stress (compression positive). Both simulations predict the excess pore water pressure
well up to 𝑁 = 200. For a higher number of cycles, the simulation with constant 𝜀ampl underestimates the increase in
excess pore water pressure compared to the experiment. The simulation with update cycles is able to capture the increase
in 𝜀ampl, which in turn leads to a faster accumulation of excess pore water pressure due to higher accumulation rates
according to Equation (3) (self-reinforcing or positive feedback phenomenon).
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F IGURE 4 Strain amplitude 𝜀ampl and excess pore water
pressure Δ𝑝𝑤 versus number of loading cycles 𝑁 measured in
the experiment and obtained from the simulations without
update cycles (constant 𝜀ampl) and with update cycles at
𝑁 =120, 240, 360 and 480

F IGURE 5 Strain amplitude 𝜀ampl and excess pore
water pressure Δ𝑝𝑤 versus number of loading cycles 𝑁
measured in the experiment and obtained from the
simulations with adaptive strain amplitude 𝜀ampl in the
framework of the local approach and with update cycles. The
update cycles and the update using the adaptive strain
amplitude are performed at 𝑁 =120, 240, 360, 480

The simulation using the adaptive strain amplitude in the framework of the local approach and updating 𝜀ampl at𝑁 =
120, 240, 360, 480 is given in Figure 5. In the ideal case, this simulation would coincide with the simulation employing
update cycles. However, since the simulation using update cycles considers the full cycle whereas the adaptive strain
amplitude is only an estimation of the stiffness at the mean loading, a small deviation of the simulations is observed.
The simulation using update cycles gives slightly larger strain amplitudes compared to the simulation using the adaptive
strain amplitude. The difference increases with every update of the strain amplitude since larger strain amplitudes result
in larger strain amplitudes at the next update due to stronger relaxation of effective stress.
The same simulations but with an update of the strain amplitude at every 5th cycle (the increment size is 5 cycles per

increment and the strain amplitude is updated every increment) using the adaptive strain amplitude is given in Figure 6.
A slightly too large strain amplitude and a corresponding moderate overestimation of the excess pore water pressure
for 𝑁 < 200 are observed. For 𝑁 > 400, however, the excess pore water pressure is now in better agreement with the
experimental results.
The simulation of the cyclic undrained triaxial tests shows that the adaptive strain amplitude is able to capture the

changes in strain amplitude with increasing excess pore water pressure. The application to the simulation of a monopile
foundation for OWT as a noticeably more complex BVP is presented in the following section.
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F IGURE 6 Strain amplitude 𝜀ampl and
excess pore water pressure Δ𝑝𝑤 versus
number of loading cycles 𝑁 measured in the
experiment and obtained from the
simulations with adaptive strain amplitude
𝜀ampl and with update cycles. The strain
amplitude is updated in every 5th cycle using
the adaptive strain amplitude

5 APPLICATION TOMONOPILE FOUNDATIONS SUBJECTED TO CYCLIC LOADING
UNDER PARTIALLY DRAINED CONDITIONS

For the simulation of amonopile foundation subjected to long-term lateral cyclic loading caused bywind andwater waves,
the FE code numgeo1 is used. The nonlocal smoothing algorithm presented in Section 3.1 is implemented in numgeo. In
addition, a so-called submodel analysis as described in Section 3.2 is available. The writing of the data of themain analysis
(solution, state and contact variables) and the reading of the data by the submodel analysis can be performed in parallel.

5.1 Hydro-mechanically coupled FE formulation

u-p elements, discretising the displacement 𝒖 of the solid phase and the pore water pressure 𝑝𝑤, are used to incorporate
the change in pore water pressure and consolidation effects. The set of spatially discretised governing equations is given
in Appendix A. u-U elements (discretising the displacement of water 𝒖𝑤 instead of the pore water pressure 𝑝𝑤), which
are also available in numgeo, could be advantageous in the present case since they are numerically more stable in case of
low hydraulic conductivities and small time increments.49 However, special contact constraints and reduced integration
to avoid volumetric locking50,51 are required using the u-U elements. The discussion of these modifications of the u-U
elements is out of the scope of this paper and will be presented in future work.
Following theTaylor–Hood formulation52 to fulfil the Ladyshenskaya–Babuška–Brezzi condition,53 the porewater pres-

sure should be interpolated using a lower order compared to the field of displacement if no additional stabilisation is con-
sidered (an alternative approach would be the application of the so-calledMini-element54,55 enhanced by a cubic bubble
function). Thus, the displacement is usually interpolated using quadratic functions while the pore fluid pressure is inter-
polated linearly. Conventionally, so-called serendipity elements are used for this purpose, which do not use the standard
bi-quadratic Lagrangian interpolation functions and have a reduced number of nodes. For a three-dimensional analysis
with brick-shaped elements, 20 nodes for the displacements and eight nodes for the pressure are used by most FE pro-
grams (u20p8 element). Using standard serendipity elements in contact is troublesome, since the integrated contact forces
at the element faces have opposite signs at the corner and the middle nodes and only give the correct sum of forces. This
leads to an inferior convergence behaviour of u20p8 elements in contact analyses.56
A solution to that has been proposed by Buczkowski,57 adding a node to themid of the face(s) of the serendipity element

being in contact. Both the shape functions used for the integration of stress of this surface and the shape functions of the
element have to bemodified in this case. Note that it is not sufficient to only integrate the surface with an additional node.
The approach by Buczkowski57 requires a distinction when performing the loop over all elements during the assembly of
the system of equations and it is thus not ideal from a programming point of view.

1 numgeo (see elsewhere29,31,51,58–60 and www.numgeo.de) is a FE program, developed by the first two authors for the solution of non-linear, coupled
(dynamic) geotechnical BVPs.

http://www.numgeo.de
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F IGURE 7 Finite-element (FE) model of
the monopile. Note that only the exterior
nodes of the elements are visible

TABLE 4 Parameters of the Sanisand model for ‘Karlsruhe Fine Sand’ adopted for the simulation of the monopile

𝒑𝒂 𝒆𝟎 𝝀𝒄 𝝃 𝑴𝒄 𝒄 𝒎 𝑮𝟎

100 kPa 1.103 0.122 0.205 1.34 0.7 0.05 150.0
𝜈 ℎ0 𝑐ℎ 𝑛𝑏 𝐴0 𝑛𝑑 𝑧max 𝑐𝑧

0.05 10.5 0.75 1.2 0.9 2.0 20.0 10000

In numgeo, u20p8 elements can automatically be transformed to u27p8 elements, which use standard Lagrangian bi-
quadratic interpolation functions and do not suffer from the problems of the u20p8 element in contact analyses. The
additional nodes are automatically created by numgeo.
The performance of the u27p8 element in contact analyses compared to u20p8 elements is investigated in Appendix A.

The u27p8 element is found to converge much more rapidly than the serendipity element. For the simulation of the
monopile, u27p8 elements for the soil and u27 elements for the pile are therefore used.

5.2 FE model

The FE model of the monopile is displayed in Figure 7. Every boundary of the model except the symmetry axis allows for
drainage (�̇�𝑤 = 0). The model is vertically constrained at the bottom, in y-direction in the symmetry axis and in the x- and
y-direction at its back. The pile is modelled elastically with typical material properties of steel. The wall thickness is 8 cm
and the diameter 5 m.
A surface-to-surface method is used for the contact discretisation. Coulomb friction with a friction coefficient of 0.5 is

used. The tangential stiffness of the frictional contact is assumed to increase with respect to depth by 500 kPa/m, such
that it is 15 GPa at the base of the pile.
Installation effects are not taken into account in the simulations since the investigation of the adaptive strain amplitude

is focused. It has, however, to be mentioned that a significant influence of the installation effects caused by jacking or
impact driving in sandy soil on the response of piles subjected to lateral loading has been observed in previouswork.28–30,62
Similar observations were made in experimental studies.63,64 For the low-cycle phase of the HCA model, the Sanisand
model (version of 2004)65 is used. Up to now, the HCA model has been mainly used in combination with hypolasticity
with intergranular strain extension. The motivation to use Sanisand is due to its popularity among researcher and to
show the universality of the HCA model. For the Sanisand and the HCA model, the parameters calibrated for ‘Karlsruhe
fine sand’, as reported in Wichtmann et al.66 and Wichtmann48, are adopted. They have been derived from an extensive
laboratory testing program. The parameters are provided in Tables 4 and 5.
The initial relative density is assumed to be 60%. A sinusoidal loadwith a frequency of 1 Hz, amean value of themoment

of 𝑀av = 15 MNm and an amplitude of 𝑀ampl = 15 MNm are applied at the pile head (10 cm above the seabed). The
lever arm of the horizontal force resulting from wind and water waves is assumed to be 20 m. The motivation to consider
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TABLE 5 Parameters of the HCA model for ”Karlsruhe Fine Sand” adopted for the simulation of the monopile

𝑪ampl 𝑪𝒆 𝑪𝒑 𝑪𝒀 𝑪𝑵𝟏 𝑪𝑵𝟐 𝑪𝑵𝟑

1.33 0.60 0.23 1.68 2.95⋅10−4 0.41 1.9 ⋅ 10−5

F IGURE 8 Field of excess pore water pressure at 𝑁 = 1, 101, 102, 103, 104 for the simulation with constant strain amplitude using a
hydraulic conductivity of 𝑘𝑤 = 10−5 m/s. The deformed configuration using a deformation scale factor of 10 is displayed

this rather high loading frequency is due to greater build-up of excess pore water pressure leading to a greater change in
the effective stress and thus strain amplitude. The developed adaptive strain amplitude is therefore expected to influence
the long-term behaviour of the monopile strongly. Hydraulic conductivities of 𝑘𝑤 = 10−4 m/s and 𝑘𝑤 = 10−5 m/s are
considered in the analyses.

5.3 Development of excess pore water pressure

The field of excess pore water pressure for the simulation using a constant strain amplitude and a hydraulic conductivity
of 𝑘𝑤 = 10−5m/s is given at𝑁 = 1, 10, 102, 103, 104 in Figure 8. Considerable excess pore water pressure with magnitudes
up to 100 kPa are visible around the upper part of the pile at𝑁 = 1. Slightly negative values are observed closer to the pile
tip. The accumulation of excess pore water pressure increases with the start of the HCA phase (𝑁 = 2) and amuch greater
soil volume shows large excess pore water pressure at 𝑁 = 10 compared to the distribution at 𝑁 = 1. A heart-shaped
distribution, with zero excess pore water pressure close to the seabed due to the imposed boundary conditions �̇�𝑤 = 0 at
the top of the model, is observed. The excess pore water pressure tends to decrease with further cyclic loading as is visible
from the distribution at 𝑁 = 102. The heart-shaped distribution is replaced by a V-shaped distribution. Since the rate of
volumetric strain accumulation predicted by the HCA model decreases with ongoing cyclic loading, the consolidation
process eventually out-paces the accumulation of excess pore water pressure, which is well visible from the distributions
at𝑁 = 103 and𝑁 = 104. Only small excess pore water pressure exists at𝑁 = 103 and a hydrostatic distribution is observed
at 𝑁 = 104. Note that all displayed distributions show the excess pore water pressure at average loading.
As has been outlined earlier, the build-up of excess pore water pressure leads to an increase in strain amplitude due

to reduction of the soil stiffness. Figure 8 shows that the excess pore water pressure strongly varies spatially and with
number of loading cycles. This in turn also suggests a strong variation of the strain amplitude. The next sections examine
the suitability of the different approaches proposed in Section 3 to account for the change in strain amplitude.

5.4 Comparison submodel versus update cycles

Prior to the application of the adaptive strain amplitude, the advantages of a submodel analysis over an analysis incorpo-
rating update cycles are highlighted. Figure 9 displays the horizontal pile head displacement with respect to time (equiv-
alent to the number of cycles after 3 s) for the simulation with a constant strain amplitude and the simulations updating
the strain amplitude in a submodel analysis and by incorporation of update cycles, respectively. The strain amplitude is
updated at 𝑁 = 102, 103, 104, 105. Therefore, the results of all three simulations coincided up to 𝑁 = 102. In case of the
simulation with update cycles, the incorporation of regular cycles is visible by the almost vertical lines at 𝑁 = 102, 103,
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F IGURE 9 Horizontal pile head displacement
with respect to time (equivalent to the number of
cycles after 3 s) for the simulation assuming a
constant 𝜀ampl and the simulations updating 𝜀ampl

after 𝑁 = 102, 103, 104, 105 in a submodel analysis
or by incorporation of update cycles

104, 105 representing the displacement during the individual cycles. Both simulations updating the strain amplitude show
larger horizontal pile head displacement at𝑁 = 103 compared to the simulation with constant 𝜀ampl. Hence, the updated
strain amplitude at 𝑁 = 102 is larger and/or a greater soil volume shows larger strain amplitudes compared to 𝜀ampl at
𝑁 = 2 due to the increase in excess pore water pressure caused by the accumulation of volumetric strain predicted by
the HCA model. With ongoing cyclic loading, the simulations with 𝜀ampl ≠ const. show a larger increase of 𝑢𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑥 com-
pared to the simulation with constant 𝜀ampl. Towards the end of the simulation, however, the accumulation rates of the
simulations incorporating the change in strain amplitude are slightly lower than those of the simulation with constant
𝜀ampl.
Compared to the simulation using the submodel analysis, the simulation employing update cycles shows numerical

instabilities following the regular cycles visible for instance by a drop in 𝑢𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑥 directly after the update at 𝑁 = 102. This
is caused by the transition from the conventional low-cycle to the high-cycle mode requiring small time increments due
to larger accumulation rates and the sudden change of soil stiffness (switching from the Sanisand to the HCA model).
These small time increments lead to oscillations in pore water pressure since, for the u-p formulation, the conditioning of
the element matrix gets worse with decreasing time increment. Such instabilities are absent in the simulation using the
submodel analysis since the high-cycle mode is not interrupted and the simulation can continue with larger increments.

5.5 Application of the adaptive strain amplitude

The horizontal pile head displacement with respect to time using the adaptive strain amplitude is compared to the simu-
lation assuming a constant 𝜀ampl and the submodel analysis in Figure 10A for simulations with a hydraulic conductivity
of 𝑘𝑤 = 10−4 m/s. A characteristic length of 𝑙𝑐 = 1m is used for the smoothing of the strain amplitude in the simulation
with adaptive strain amplitude. An investigation of the influence of the characteristic length and a comparison of the field
of strain amplitude before and after smoothing are presented in Appendix B. Simulations using characteristic lengths of
𝑙𝑐 = 0.5m and 𝑙𝑐 = 2m proved to not influence the results in terms of pile head displacement 𝑢𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑥 .
In both simulations with 𝜀ampl ≠ const., the strain amplitude is updated at 𝑁 = 102, 103, 104, 105. The simulations

with non-constant 𝜀ampl are in good accordance, confirming the suitability of the novel approach with adaptive strain
amplitude. Slightly larger pile head displacements are obtained using the adaptive strain amplitude compared to the
simulation employing the submodel analysis at the end of the simulation. Taking into consideration the deviations of the
two approaches for the triaxial test observed in Figure 5, these differences between the much more complex simulations
of the monopile are judged acceptable.
The simulations with a hydraulic conductivity of 𝑘𝑤 = 10−5 m/s show a stronger influence of the change in strain

amplitude on the displacement of the pile head as is visible from Figure 10B. Much higher accumulation rates of the pile
head displacement are observed for the simulations with updated strain amplitude. The simulations with 𝜀ampl ≠ const.
are in good agreement with each other except between 104 < 𝑁 < 105, where the simulation using the adaptive strain
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F IGURE 10 Horizontal pile head displacement with respect to time (equivalent to the number of cycles after 3 s) for the simulations
with and without update of the strain amplitude employing the different approaches to calculate the updated 𝜀ampl using a hydraulic
conductivity of 𝑘𝑤 = 10−4 and 𝑘𝑤 = 10−5 m/s, respectively

F IGURE 11 Field of strain amplitude at 𝑁 = 102, 103, 104, 105 for the simulation with adaptive strain amplitude and the simulation
employing the submodel analysis using a hydraulic conductivity of 𝑘𝑤 = 10−5 m/s

amplitude shows less displacement. Compared to the differences between the simulation with constant 𝜀ampl and those
updating 𝜀ampl these deviations are judged acceptable.
As has been outlined in the introduction, the motivation to prefer the adaptive strain amplitude over the application of

update cycles or the submodel analysis is the reduced computational effort. For the simulations displayed in Figure 10A,
a total time of 3.6 h is required for the simulation with 𝜀ampl = const2, 4.3 h for the simulation with adaptive strain
amplitude and 6.7 h for the submodel analysis. The simulation with update cycles displayed in Figure 9 takes almost 9 h
due to a significantly larger number of required increments resulting from the numerical instabilities described earlier.
These durations clearly demonstrate the advantage of the adaptive strain amplitude over the other two techniques.
The spatial distribution of the strain amplitude at 𝑁 = 102, 103, 104, 105 for the simulation with adaptive strain ampli-

tude and the simulation using the submodel analysis is given in Figure 11. Compared to the distribution at𝑁 = 2, the vol-
ume of soil with large strain amplitudes (𝜀ampl > 10−3) is greatly increased for both simulations at𝑁 = 102. The increase

2 One Intel R© Core™ i9 9900K processor with two threads is used.
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(A) (B)

F IGURE 1 2 Horizontal pile head displacement with respect to time (equivalent to the number of cycles after 3 s) for the simulations
with and without update of the strain amplitude using a hydraulic conductivity of 𝑘𝑤 = 10−4 and 𝑘𝑤 = 10−5 m/s, respectively. The strain
amplitude is updated at 𝑁 = 102, 103, 104, 105 (log update) or every 10th increment (𝑓 = 1∕10 inc)

is mainly caused by the excess pore water pressure accumulating during the cyclic loading as is visible from Figure 8.
Compared to the submodel analysis, which is showing a wedge-like distribution of 𝜀ampl, the simulation employing the
adaptive strain amplitude leads to a more sphere-like distribution of larger strain amplitudes in the vicinity of the pile
head. At the second update (𝑁 = 103), the soil volume with large strain amplitudes reduces compared to 𝑁 = 102 due to
the reduction of excess pore water pressure by consolidation. Compared to the distribution at the previous update, the dif-
ferences in terms of 𝜀ampl between the two simulations are reduced. The simulationwith adaptive strain amplitude shows
noticeably larger strain amplitudes at the pile tip. With ongoing cyclic loading, the volume with large strain amplitudes
tends to decrease for both simulations, which is visible from the distributions at 𝑁 = 104 and 𝑁 = 105.
Having shown that the adaptive strain amplitude gives similar results as the simulation using the submodel analysis and

hence having validated the proposed scheme, simulations with an update every 10th calculation increment are performed.
Since the increment size gets progressively larger with increasing calculation time, a more frequent update with respect to
number of cycles at the beginning of the high-cycle mode is made. This is reasonable since the strain amplitude changes
the most at the beginning of the high-cycle mode due to larger accumulation rates and hence greater change in the pore
water pressure. Approximately 300 increments are necessary for the simulation of 𝑁 = 106 cycles. The strain amplitude
is thus updated 30 times. Such a frequent update of the strain amplitude is not feasible with the submodel analysis due to
the considerable calculation time spent for the regular cycles.
The results of the simulations with an update every 10th increment are given in Figure 12 using a hydraulic conductivity

of 𝑘𝑤 = 10−4 m/s and 𝑘𝑤 = 10−5 m/s, respectively. Additionally, the simulations with an update at𝑁 = 102, 103, 104, 105
using the adaptive strain amplitude definition and the simulations with constant 𝜀ampl are depicted. As expected, the
more frequent update of the strain amplitude results in larger values for the pile head displacement 𝑢𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑥 . This effect is
more prominent for the lower hydraulic conductivity. The pile head displacement 𝑢𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑥 at 𝑁 = 106 is almost twice larger
for the simulation with an update every 10th increment compared to the simulation with constant strain amplitude in
case of 𝑘𝑤 = 10−5 m/s, highlighting the importance of the incorporation of the change in strain amplitude.
The developed adaptive strain amplitude allows to investigate howmany updates of the strain amplitude are necessary

such that the solution remains unchanged by the update frequency. Similar investigations have been carried out by the
authors in Staubach andWichtmann32 but using update cycles and ideally drained conditions. Due to the large computa-
tional effort applying many update cycles, an update was only performed at𝑁 = 10, 20, 50, 102, 2 ⋅ 102, 5 ⋅ 102, 103, 2 ⋅ 103,
5 ⋅ 103, 104, 105 in that previous study.
Using the adaptive strain amplitude, simulations with an update every increment, every 5th and every 10th increment

are performed. Again, approximately 300 increments are required to simulate 𝑁 = 106 cycles meaning the strain ampli-
tude is updated 300, 60 and 30-times, respectively. The results of these simulations are compared to the simulation assum-
ing a constant 𝜀ampl in Figure 13 in terms of horizontal pile head displacement 𝑢𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑥 using 𝑘𝑤 = 10−5m/s. Up to𝑁 = 105,
the solution in terms of 𝑢𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑥 is not altered by the different frequencies used for the update. From𝑁 = 105 to𝑁 = 106, the
simulation with an update every 5th increment shows slightly less displacement compared to the other two simulations
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F IGURE 13 Horizontal pile head displacement with respect to time (equivalent to the number of cycles after 3 s) for the simulations
with constant 𝜀ampl and adaptive 𝜀ampl updated every increment (𝑓 = 1∕1 inc), every 5th increment (𝑓 = 1∕5 inc) and every 10th increment
(𝑓 = 1∕10 inc) using a hydraulic conductivity of 𝑘𝑤 = 10−5 m/s

with 𝜀ampl ≠ const. Based on these results, it is concluded that using an update every 10th increment is already sufficient
to reach convergence in terms of necessary updates of the strain amplitude. It is expected that the update is less often
required for higher hydraulic conductivity but most likely more often in case of lower hydraulic conductivity. Similarly,
more updates will be necessary for initially loose soil compared to a dense initial state in case of drained conditions since
the cyclic loading results in compaction of the loose soil (at least for the BVP of the monopile) and hence an increase in
soil stiffness. Such influences due to the change in density can also be accounted for using the proposed adaptive strain
amplitude definition.

6 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The development of different schemes to account for a non-constant strain amplitude in a HCA model has been pre-
sented. The incorporation of the change in the strain amplitude is important in simulations where the soil stiffness is
strongly altered by the high-cyclic loading, for example, when considerable excess pore water pressure is generated by the
cyclic loading.
A local and a global schemes for the update of the strain amplitude have been proposed. The global scheme requires

the calculation of individual cycles but does so in a second ‘private’ submodel analysis, which avoids the interruption
of the high-cycle mode of the HCA model by update cycles used up to this point to account for the change in the strain
amplitude. The local method updates the strain amplitude based on the change of the soil stiffness and does not require
the simulation of individual cycles. Hence, it is superior to the global method in terms of computational performance. For
the local method, a nonlocal smoothing technique is necessary in order to avoid a localisation of the strain amplitude.
The different schemes for the update of the strain amplitude have first been validated by the simulation of undrained

cyclic triaxial tests. The incorporation of the change in the strain amplitude during the cyclic loading lead to a better
accordance with the test results in terms of excess pore water pressure build-up compared to simulations with a constant
strain amplitude. Subsequently, the proposed approaches have been applied for the simulation of monopile foundations
for OWT foundations subjected to lateral cyclic loading with one million loading cycles under partially drained condi-
tions. The proposed schemes for the update of the strain amplitude avoided the numerical instabilities observed using
the ‘conventional’ update cycles. The local method was found to give similar permanent deformations of the monopile
as the global method while being superior in terms of computational performance. The local method allowed for a very
frequent update of the strain amplitude (e.g. every calculation increment), which is not feasible using the global method.
The influence of a rapid change of pore water pressure on the strain amplitude and hence on the accumulation rate pre-
dicted by the HCA model could be accounted for using the local method. It was then demonstrated that the results of
the simulations converged in terms of frequency of the update of the strain amplitude for updates performed every 10th
increment (approximately 30 updates for the simulation of one million loading cycles) in case of a hydraulic conductivity
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of 𝑘𝑤 = 10−5 m/s. More frequent updates (e.g. every calculation increment) did not alter the predicted permanent pile
head displacement.
The developed approaches allow to study the long-term cyclic behaviour of soils, which show large changes in the soil

stiffness during the cyclic loading. This is not only relevant in cases where cyclic loading is accompanied by changes in
effective stress but also when the cyclic loading leads to considerable changes in density. The proposed schemes are also
important for clay under high-cyclic loading studied with a HCA model since their hydraulic conductivity is lower. For
the HCA model for clay,60 the proposed non-constant definitions of the strain amplitude are thus judged to be of great
importance as well. Another application of the HCAmodel for which the adaptive strain amplitude is of advantage is the
simulation of vibro-compaction67,68 and vibratory pile driving in water-saturated soil.69,70
The adaptive strain amplitude definition can also be used to improve the performance of the HCA model for irregu-

lar cyclic loading with frequently changing cyclic load magnitudes. Up to now, irregular cyclic load histories have been
roughly grouped in a limited number of cyclic load packages with comparable amplitudes (and periods) based onMiner’s
rule (for ideally drained conditions). The adaptive strain amplitude definition allows to consider a much larger number
of cyclic load packages (and hence a refined analysis) because the strain amplitude has to be calculated only once for
each load amplitude. A repetition of a cyclic load package following some interposed loading can then be simulated using
the initial strain amplitude updated employing the adaptive strain amplitude definition. Future work will investigate the
applicability of the presented approach for such irregular cyclic load histories, in particular for partially drained condi-
tions.
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APPENDIX A: THE U27P8 ELEMENT
The discretised balance equations, the interpolation functions and the superior convergence behaviour in contact analyses
of the u27p8 element compared to the u20p8 element are presented in the following.
Considering two phases 𝛼 = 𝑠,𝑤 (𝑠: solid, 𝑤: water), the partial densities are 𝜌𝑠 = (1 − 𝑛)�̄�𝑠 and 𝜌𝑤 = 𝑛�̄�𝑤, with 𝑛 =

1 − 𝜑𝑠 = 𝜑𝑤 being the porosity. �̄�𝑠 and �̄�𝑤 are the intrinsic densities of the solid and water phase, respectively.
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The 𝑑𝑜𝑓𝑠, namely the displacement of the solid 𝒖𝑠 and the pore water pressure 𝑝𝑤, are interpolated using the interpo-
lation functions 𝑁𝑠

𝐽 and �̂�
𝑝
𝐾

𝒖𝑠 =
∑
𝐽

𝑁𝑠
𝐽𝒖

𝑠
𝐽 ; 𝑝

𝑤 =
∑
𝐾

�̂�
𝑝
𝐾𝑝

𝑤
𝐾 . (A.1)

The discretised form of the balance equation of linear momentum of the mixture reads as follows:

𝑹𝑠𝐼 = ∫Ω grad(𝑁
𝑠
𝐼 ) ⋅ 𝝈dΩ− ∫Ω grad(𝑁
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!
= 𝟎,

where �̂�𝐽 is the total traction acting on the boundary Γ, and 𝑹𝑠𝐼 corresponds to the residuum of the balance equation of
linear momentum, which must be minimised iteratively solving for the displacement of the solid. 𝟏 is the unit tensor and
𝒃 a body force. 𝜌𝑡𝑜𝑡 is the total density.
The generalised Darcy law is used to evaluate the relative velocity between the solid skeleton and pore water

𝒘𝑤 =
𝑲𝑤

𝛾𝑤
⋅ [−grad(𝑝𝑤) + �̄�𝑤(𝒃 − �̈�)], (A.2)

where 𝑲𝑤 is the hydraulic conductivity (assumed isotropic in the present case 𝑲𝑤 = 𝟏𝑘𝑤) and 𝛾𝑤 is the specific unit
weight of the water.
The balance of mass of the water phase is used in the u-p formulation to determine the unknown pore water pressure.

The discretised balance equation reads as follows:
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= 0, (A.3)

where 𝑞𝑤 is the prescribed flow of pore water and �̄�𝑤 is the bulk modulus of the pore water.
Following the Taylor–Hood formulation,52 the solid displacement is conventionally interpolated using quadratic inter-

polation functions. For 3D elements, the interpolation functions using 20 nodes are usually applied. This so-called
serendipity element does not use the standard Lagrangian bi-quadratic interpolation functions. As has been outlined in
Section 5.1, integration of the shape functions used for quadratically interpolated serendipity elements can lead to a nega-
tive area.56,57 This is especially problematic in contact analyses using this element type as the convergence rate is strongly
influenced by the error in integration. numgeo therefore uses elements with 27 nodes in case of 3D contact analyses, which
do not suffer from the shortcomings of the serendipity element. The different 3D u-p elements implemented in numgeo
and the location of their nodes and integration points is displayed in Figure A1.
In order to show the improvement in terms of convergence ratio between the u20 and u27 element (the pore water

pressure 𝑑𝑜𝑓𝑠 are not required for this analysis and hence 𝑝8 is dropped), the change in the norm of residual energy with
the number of iterations for a contact analysis with two elastic bodies coming into initial contact is given in Figure A2. The
u27 element converges in one iteration yielding perfect equilibrium, whereas the convergence ratio of the u20 element is
considerably worse.
A major drawback of the u27p8 elements is that a reduced numerical integration similar to the u20p8 elements (see

Figure A1) is not possible. The u20p8 elements allow for an integration using eight integration points instead of a ‘full’
integrationwith 27 pointswithout showing communicable hourglassmodes (element u20p8-red in FigureA1). Contrary to
that, u27p8 elements show strong hourglassing for 8, 14 or 15 integration points. Therefore, fully integrated u27p8 elements
were used. Since fully integrated elements can lead to numerical self-stress using constitutive models such as the HCA
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u27p8u20p8-redu20p8

F IGURE A1 Different 3D u-p elements implemented in numgeo and the location of their nodes (filled circles) and integration points
(cross symbols)

F IGURE A2 Change of the norm of residual energy with
respect to number of iteration for the simulation of two elastic
bodies coming into contact (a penalty factor of 𝜀 = 100 ⋅ 𝐸 is used
to enforce the non-penetration condition) for the u20 and u27
element, respectively

model,71 preliminary simulations of the monopile presented in Section 5 using linearly interpolated, reduced integrated
andhourglass-enhanced elementswere performed and the resultswere compared to theu27p8 elements. For a comparable
number of global DOFs, the solutions were found to coincide, hence proving the suitability of the u27p8 element.

APPENDIX B: SMOOTHING OF THE STRAIN AMPLITUDE
The importance of the nonlocal smoothing of the strain amplitude is illustrated by Figure B1, displaying the spatial dis-
tribution of 𝜀ampl using the adaptive strain amplitude prior to smoothing (left) and after smoothing (right) employing

F IGURE B1 Field of strain amplitude at 𝑁 = 102 (after the first update of the strain amplitude) for the simulation with adaptive strain
amplitude using a hydraulic conductivity of 𝑘𝑤 = 10−5 m/s before and after the nonlocal smoothing procedure employing a characteristic
length of 𝑙𝑐 = 1m
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(A) (B)

F IGURE B2 Horizontal pile head displacement with respect to time (equivalent to number of cycles after 3 s) for simulations using a
hydraulic conductivity of 𝑘𝑤 = 10−5 m/s. A comparison of simulations with nonlocal smoothing (𝑙𝑐 = 1m) and without any smoothing is
provided in plot (A). Different characteristic lengths 𝑙𝑐 for the nonlocal smoothing of the strain amplitude are compared in plot (B)

a characteristic length of 𝑙𝑐 = 1 m. The field prior to smoothing shows large gradients of the strain amplitude in some
elements close to the surface, which are noticeably reduced after the smoothing process.
A comparison of the horizontal pile head displacement with respect to time using a hydraulic conductivity of 𝑘𝑤 = 10−5

m/s for simulations with

∙ constant strain amplitude
∙ adaptive strain amplitude updated at 𝑁 = 102, 103, 104, 105 and smoothed using a characteristic length of 𝑙𝑐 = 1m
∙ adaptive strain amplitude updated at 𝑁 = 102, 103, 104, 105 but no smoothing

is provided in Figure B2A. The simulations with update of the strain amplitude are in accordance up to 𝑁 = 104 but the
simulation without smoothing gives much less pile head displacement 𝑢𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑥 for larger number of cycles. This is due to
the localisation of large strain amplitudes in a few integration points while neighbouring integration points show merely
small values. As has been outlined in Section 3.1, this is caused by the self-reinforcing or positive feedback phenomenon,
which tends to cause increasing localisation of 𝜀ampl with every update.
A comparison of simulations with different values of the characteristic length 𝑙𝑐 is given in Figure B.2B. Only small

differences between the simulations are observed. The characteristic length of 𝑙𝑐 = 1m used for the analyses presented in
the main body is hence judged as suitable.
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